
Domaine Les Hautes Cances 

Cairanne 
 

 

This is another domaine possessed of the most admirable traditional virtues. Jean-Marie and 

Anne-Marie Astart have been making full-bodied, hearty wines full of character for many years 

now; Jean-Marie was a school teacher, and the approach is laissez-faire, no fandango. There is 

great respect for the various soils up and down their vineyards, which range from the height of the 

Col du Débat at 342 metres behind Cairanne on the picturesque road over the top to St Roman-de- 

Malegarde down to the village and the garrigue areas further along… 

–John Livingstone-Learmonth, 4 April 2014 in drinkrhone bulletin 

 

 

Côtes du Rhône-Villages Cairanne Cuvée Tradition 2015 

 
The 2015 Cairanne is uniquely perfumed and floral, with hints of violets, spice and even citrus zest. 

On the palate, it's medium to full-bodied, with a creamy-ripe texture that firms up considerably on 

the finish. Enjoy this idiosyncratic example of Cairanne over the next 5-8 years. 

                                    90 pts– Joe Czerwinski, The Wine Advocate, October 2017 

 

 

 Côtes du Rhône-Villages Cairanne Vieilles Vignes 2010 

A brilliant blend of 68% Grenache (100+ year old vines), 19% Mourvèdre, and 13% Syrah, the 
2010 Cairanne Vieilles Vignes got a big 'Wow' in my notes. Gorgeous all-around, with lovely 
raspberry, blackberry, spice, licorice, and floral aromas on the nose, it flows onto the palate with 
a full-bodied, elegant, and seriously polished mouth feel. Very concentrated, yet with nothing out 
of place and oh so drinkable, it should evolve for 2-3 years and shine for a decade. 

92 points– Jeb Dunnuck, The Rhone Report, Issue 13 

 
 

Côtes du Rhône-Villages Cairanne Cuvée Col du Débat 2010 
 

Every bit as good and possibly even better down the road [than the Vieilles Vignes], the 2010 Cu- 
vé e Col du Dé bat is a fabulous Cairanne that delivers knockout aromas of sappy garrigue, pepper, 
crushed flowers, and sweet red and black fruits. A blend of 50% Grenache, 35% Carignan, 10% 
Syrah, and 5% Counoise, for crazy low yields, it is medium to full-bodied and concentrated on the 
palate with stunning purity, very fine tannin and an overall elegant feel. Knockout stuff and a 
great drink, it should continue to evolve and drink well for upwards of a decade. 

93 points– Jeb Dunnuck, The Rhone Report, Issue 13 
 

 

 

 

 


